
 

 

Hazel 
Spacey, gritty, rumbling tech house trance, the tasty fresh riff revolves round the stereo spectrum while the warm 
textured bass gives plenty of depth. This number is uplifting and airy with a true tang of beauty. 

GROOV3 DISPENSER 
This one takes its all down a notch, directly into groove land! Meanwhile aside 
from the driving swing, TWIST3D’s bright crisp highs certainly keep things 
moving upstairs too. A quality funky techno twister. 
 

 

 

Fingerprint 
Splashes of intensity courageously dive across a solid tech house landscape. 
This is quite literally a car crash of bass rumble and off key craziness that 
reminds me of a war between normality and the abstract. 
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TWIST3D’s Hazel EP and comes after the storming Nibiru 
EP. A strong tech house influence can be felt in these 
grooving TWIST3RS as well as some abstract concepts in 
Fingerprint and a fine uplifting riff in “Hazel”. Meanwhile 
GROOV3 DISPENSER does exactly what it says on the tin 
and Shadow Maker has a tough straight down the line edge. 
Inspiration for these productions comes from TWIST3D 
spending many a long weekends partying in Belgium’s 
infamous minimal tech-house scene but as with all 
TWIST3D productions you can hear his uniqueness shining 
through. TWIST3D has a variety of releases imminent 
across numerous labels including Spielstaub, Hybrid 
Confusion, Voodoo Records and Geysir to name a few. 
Furthermore, TWIST3D’s latest project, his DJ concept 
“Crossfader”, is now picking up international attention. 
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Shadow Maker 
More funky techy grooviness here, this time with a relatively straight yet tough edge. However, “relatively” is the key 
word as there is still plenty of TWIST3D noise and grit to be had here. 
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